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Akbar - Gian Carlo Calza 2012
A stunning exhibition catalogue showing the splendours of one of the
greatest rulers of the world, Indias emperor Akbar (1542-1605) Akbar
The Great is considered one of the most splendid sovereigns of the
humankind. Though being himself an illiterate, he was a great protector
of poetry and literature, the builder of the grandiose capital Fathepur
Sikri, the City of Victory, and the promoter of a new style in arts and
crafts. His deep religious tolerance even brought him to attempt the
creation of a syncretistic religion bringing together Islam and Hinduism.
The catalogue illustrates all these aspects, covering the court life with
portraits and pictures of the political activities and cultural events;
describing the development of arts and crafts through paintings and
objects; showing the military glory through arms, armours, matchlocks,
daggers as well as the Royal Mughal tent; enhancing the splendours
through jewel boxes, turban ornaments, earrings, necklaces, etc. The aim
of the project also is to stress Akbars cultural as well as political
achievements, and his profound religious spirit and open mind towards
all religions he came in contact with. The author references the latest in
art historical scholarship, but this book is also aimed at readers who may
not have specialist knowledge or extensive familiarity with Indian
culture.
Dossier d'art. Box rosso: Leonardo. La tecnica pittorica-RauschenbergMemling-Ligabue-Rivera-Hiroshige-Duccio di Buoninsegna-Ghiberti 2016
Dogs. Ediz. a Colori - David Hawcock 2022
Hokusai - Rhiannon Paget 2018
Meet the artist whose majestic breaking wave sent ripples across the
world. Hokusai (1760-1849) is not only one of the giants of Japanese art
and a legend of the Edo period, but also a founding father of Western
modernism, whose prolific gamut of prints, illustrations, paintings, and
beyond forms one of the most comprehensive oeuvres of ukiyo-e art and
a benchmark of japonisme. His influence spread through Impressionism,
Art Nouveau, and beyond, enrapturing the likes of Claude Monet, Berthe
Morisot, Edgar Degas, Mary Cassatt, and Vincent van Gogh. Hokusai was
always a man on the move. He changed domicile more than 90 times
during his lifetime and changed his own name through over 30
pseudonyms. In his art, he adopted the same restlessness, covering the
complete spectrum of Japanese ukiyo-e,"pictures of the floating world",
from single-sheet prints of landscapes and actors to erotic books. In
addition, he created album prints, illustrations for verse anthologies and
historical novels, and surimono, which were privately issued prints for
special occasions. Hokusai's print series Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji,
published between c. 1830 and 1834 is the artist's most renowned work
and, with its soaring peak through different seasons and from different
vantage points, marked the towering summit of the Japanese landscape
print. The series' Under the Wave off Kanagawa, also known simply as
The Great Wave, is one of the most recognized images of Japanese art in
the world. This TASCHEN introduction spans the length and breadth of
Hokusai's career with key pieces from his far-reaching portfolio. Through
these meticulous, majestic works and series, we trace the variety of
Hokusai's subjects, from erotic books to historical novels, and the
evolution of his vivid formalism and decisive delineation of space through
color and line that would go on to liberate Western art from the
constraints of its one-point perspective and unleash the modernist
momentum.
Hokusai, Hiroshige, Utamaro - Rossella Menegazzo 2016
Japanese Woodblock Prints. 40th Ed - Andreas Marks 2021-06
The Japanese woodblock print is a phenomenon with no Western
equivalent, one where breathtaking landscapes exist alongside blushhiroshige-ediz-illustrata
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inducing erotica; where demons and otherworldly creatures torment the
living; and where sumo wrestlers, kabuki actors, and courtesans are rock
stars. This condensed edition lifts the veil on a much-loved but little-...
Hiroshige. Cofanetto - Melanie Trede 2010
Impressionist Art, 1860-1920: Impressionism in France - Peter H. Feist
1993
Hokusai: the Great Picture Book of Everything - Timothy Clark
2021-09
This beautifully produced book draws on the latest research, illustrating
the complete set of drawings, published for the first time.
Fundamentals of Traditional and Modern Polynesian Tattoo Roland Pacheco 2013
Fundamentals of Traditional and Modern Polynesian Tattoo, is the result
of a two-year labor of love from tattoo artist and author, Roland Pacheco.
With over 660 illustrations, photographs and diagrams, and over 175
defined motifs, painstakingly researched and documented, Fundamentals
of Traditional and Modern Polynesian Tattoo is not only a book for tattoo
artists, but one that anyone interested in the art form of tattoo can enjoy.
Approaching tattoo from a cultural perspective and exploring the 5 main
genres of Polynesian tattoo: Hawai'ian, Marquesan, Tahitian, Samoan
and Maori, the author shares his own personal insights as well as those
of historians, anthropologists and early European explorers.
Fundamentals of Traditional and Modern Polynesian Tattoo, is a massive
collection of ancient and modern Polynesian tattoo motifs, as well as a
historical and cultural account of what motivated the ancient Polynesians
to cover themselves in the protective armor of tattoo.
Japanese Ink Painting - Naomi Okamoto 1996
A guide to Japanese ink painting provides information on techniques and
materials needed, along with step-by-step exercises.
Japanese Woodblock Prints - Andreas Marks 2012-03-13
Japanese woodblock prints, or ukiyo-e, are the most recognizable
Japanese art form. Their massive popularity has spread from Japan to be
embraced by a worldwide audience. Covering the period from the
beginning of the Japanese woodblock print in the 1680s until the year
1900, Japanese Woodblock Prints provides a detailed survey of all the
famous ukiyo-e artists, along with over 500 full-color prints. Unlike
previous examinations of this art form, Japanese Woodblock Prints
includes detailed histories of the publishers of woodblock prints—who
were often the driving force determining which prints, and therefore
which artists, would make it into mass circulation for a chance at critical
and popular success. Invaluable as a guide for ukiyo-e enthusiasts
looking for detailed information about their favorite Japanese woodblock
print artists and prints, it is also an ideal introduction for newcomers to
the world of the woodblock print. This lavishly illustrated book will be a
valued addition to the libraries of scholars, as well as the general art
enthusiast.
Japan Style - Gian Carlo Calza 2007-10
The concept that the Japanese call ki, meaning the spirit of things, can be
seen throughout Japanese life and culture. What Gian Carlo Calza calls
'Japan style' in his authoritative text is demonstrated through such things
as an exquisitely arranged single flower or the particular quality of
meticulously designed architectural forms and spaces, the rituals of the
traditional tea ceremony, and the attention that is paid to the manner of
creation as well as to the finished object itself. The book identifies the
specific qualities that make up aspects of Japanese culture, examining
the elements intrinsic to its art, architecture, objects and rituals, and
gives the reader the pleasure of a journey into the Japanese aesthetic,
past and present.
The Cats History of Western Art - Susan Herbert 1994
Thirty-two cat paintings--based on masterpieces by Michelangelo,
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Whistler, Sargent, Van Gogh, and many others--take a humorous look at
the history of art. By the author of A Victorian Cat's Journal.
Italy in Pop-up. Ediz. a Colori - David Hawcock 2021
Caspar David Friedrich - Norbert Wolf 2003
This book is about the paintings of Casper David Friedrich.
Hiroshige - Francesco Morena 2009
WA: The Essence of Japanese Design - Stefania Piotti 2014-04-14
Explore the enduring beauty of Japanese design through some 250
objects, ranging from bento boxes, calligraphy brushes, and Shoji sliding
doors to Noguchi’s Akari lamp, the iconic Kikkoman soy sauce bootle,
and a modern&hyphen;day kimono designed by Issey Miyake. Printed on
craft paper and bound in the traditional Japanese style, WA features
stunning, full&hyphen;page illustrations and an introduction by MUJI art
director Kenya Hara.
Hiroshige - Adele Schlombs 2016-01-15
Hiroshige was one of the last great artists of ukiyo-e, the woodblock print
genre that flourished between the 17th and 19th century and did much
to determine the world's visual concept of Japan. This dependable
introduction leads you through the blossoming cherry trees, beautiful
women, and dramatic ocean views that made Hiroshige a household...
Once More Unto the Breach - Ei Nakau 2020-06-02
Samurai warriors and heroes illustrated by the greatest ukiyo-e masters.
This book full of great samurai warriors and heroes in Ukiyo-e
masterpieces. It showcases various samurai warriors and heroes,
including the Genji and Heike clans (hereditary clan names bestowed by
the emperors of the Heian period), samurai warriors of the Sengoku
period (a century-long period of political upheaval and warlordism in
Japan), the swordsman and poet Miyamoto Musashi, Eight Dog Warriors
from the novel The Eight Dog Chronicles written in the Edo period,
Jiraiya (the toad-riding Ninja character from Japanese folklore), Fortyseven Ronin, the Chinese hero Guan-Yu, and more. All the illustrations
are by legendary ukiyo-e artists such as Hokusai, Hiroshige, Kuniyoshi
and Yoshitoshi. Vigorous and powerful characters illustrated in vibrant
and dynamic compositions are simply overwhelming and stunningly
beautiful. If you love samurai and ukiyo-e, this follow-up to the
bestselling book, Something Wicked from Japan, is for you. This is also
the perfect reference book for tattoo artists.
Hiroshige - Adele Schlombs 2010
Hiroshige's Edo: Master of Japanese ukiyo-e woodblock prints "Some of
the greatest prints in the history of art." -The Wall Street Journal, New
York Utagawa Hiroshige (1797-1858) was one of the last great artists in
the ukiyo-e tradition. Literally meaning "pictures of the floating world",
ukiyo-e refers to the famous Japanese woodblock print genre that
originated in the 17th century and is practically synonymous with the
Western world`s visual characterization of Japan. Though Hiroshige
captured a variety of subjects, his greatest talent was in creating
landscapes of his native Edo (modern-day Tokyo) and his most famous
work was a series known as "100 Famous Views of Edo" (1856-1858).
This book provides an introduction to his work and an overview of his
career. About the Series: Each book in TASCHEN's Basic Art series
features: a detailed chronological summary of the life and oeuvre of the
artist, covering his or her cultural and historical importance a concise
biography approximately 100 illustrations with explanatory captions
Contemporary Japanese Graphic Designers - Giancarlo Calza
2021-10-07
The best of Japanese graphic poster design, from the 1964 Tokyo
Olympics to the Issey Miyake logo This book brings together the best of
Japanese graphic poster design--from the 1964 Tokyo Olympics to the
creation of the Issey Miyake logo, and from the Osaka Expo to the official
poster for the Pan-Pacific Design Congress. Japanese contemporary
posters are considered to have started in the mid-'50s, after World War II
and following a period of depression, post-militarism and post-autarchy.
This new expressive mode was fueled by stimuli from abroad, but it was
also a chance to reinterpret traditional themes and colors, bringing them
into modernity in refreshing and fruitful ways. In the maze of expressive
forms that flourished in Japan during the postwar period, graphic design
stands out as a precious tool for following the thread of national
creativity and the intense permanence of traditional aesthetic sensibility
through these new forms. Over half a century after the inception of
graphics and with the coming Olympic Games taking place in 2021, this
volume takes a wide view of the trends and aesthetic shifts that can be
traced in the development of graphic design in Japan. Contemporary
Japanese Graphic Designersincludes 85 graphic designers and 756
hiroshige-ediz-illustrata
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posters. It is the most complete volume on the subject in any language.
Genji - G. Carlo Calza 2009-01-15
Il libro di Gian Carlo Calza consente di "entrare in un mondo dove
eleganza bellezza e stile regnano sovrani sulle vicende descritte": la
societÃ della capitale imperiale Heian (Kyoto) dei secoli IX-XII, un paese
chiuso, che contiene un altro paese chiuso, quello della corte, al cui
interno si trova il microcosmo delle nyobo, l'Ã©lite delle dame. Nel piÃ1
ovattato di questi scrigni si svolge la storia del principe Genji. Nel saggio
iniziale l'autore disegna il quadro storico, dipana l'intreccio del romanzo
(54 capitoli, piÃ1 di mille pagine), descrive la cultura che vi Ã ̈ sottesa .
Questa si rivela in alcune, poetiche pagine del racconto (presenti
all'interno del volume nella traduzione einaudiana piÃ1 classica) di una
realtÃ sublimata che ruota intorno alle lotte per il potere, agli amori, ai
successi politici, mondani, letterari, architettonici, pittorici ma anche
intorno alle sofferenze, incomprensioni, gelosie, tradimenti. Il volume Ã ̈
poi dedicato alla piÃ1 antica illustrazione rimasta del racconto, i rotoli
dipinti di circa un secolo posteriori. L'immaginario derivato dal Genji
all'arte figurativa Ã ̈ incalcolabile e perdura per otto-nove secoli fino al
paesista Hiroshige nell'Ottocento e ai manga di oggi. Dopo aver
affrontato criticamente nel testo iniziale tutti i nodi formali del genere,
dello stile e della tecnica pittorica del tempo, nell'album sono pubblicate
in Italia per la prima volta tutte le diciannove illustrazioni rimaste, piÃ1
alcune calligrafie. Annotation Supplied by Informazioni Editoriali
Hiroshige - Gian Carlo Calza 2009
Miroslav Sasek - Martin Salisbury 2021-10-26
An introduction to Miroslav Šašek, the world-famous creator of the This
Is series of children’s books, which provided a generation of kids with
stylish and humorous illustrated books on the world’s great cities. Czech
artist Miroslav Šašek (1916–1980) is celebrated for his pioneering
approach to narrative nonfiction picture books, particularly his
bestselling This Is series, which began with This is Paris in 1959 and
eventually totaled eighteen books. With their distinct visual vocabulary,
this witty collection of travel guides illustrating life and culture in a
variety of cities and countries around the world from a child’s
perspective, became immensely popular and garnered many awards. The
artist’s charming travelogues continue to appeal to adults and children
alike, even in a digital age exploding with travel imagery. Acclaimed
author Martin Salisbury analyzes Šašek’s techniques and how his work
not only reflects his architectural training and the ideas of the
midcentury European avant-garde, but also the influence of
contemporaries such as Saul Steinberg. In this beautifully designed
volume, illustrated with sketches and original artwork from the Šašek
Foundation in Prague, with examples ranging from Greece to Hong
Kong, Rome to San Francisco, Ireland to Israel, Paris to New York, and
more, Šašek’s best-known works come alive alongside lesser-known
aspects of his practice, such as oil painting. Full of insight into the life
and work of a singular talent, Miroslav Šašek will appeal to illustrators
and those interested in the midcentury modern period.
Kuniyoshi - Rossella Menegazzo 2018-10-04
Recognized as one of the most interesting and vibrant artists from the
Edo period, Utagawa Kuniyoshi (1797-1861) is a major exponent of
ukiyo-e in the early 1800s and trained under the master Utagawa
Toyokuni. His fame is tied to the series of polychrome xylographs that
illustrate the 108 heroes from the novel Suikoden (Brigands) , which
became a bestseller in China and Japan in the late 1700s, promoting the
imagery of a band of brigands who defend the people suppressed by
injustice and government corruption. Violent, powerful, armed people
with muscular bodies covered in tattoos that today inspire manga , anime
, tattoo artists and illustrators across the world. Kuniyoshi affirmed the
genre of warrior prints, but he was also interested in portraits of female
beauties, kabuki actors, landscapes, children and ghosts, another greatly
admired genre in Japan. Nonetheless, his name is above all associated
with illusion, with shadows and Arcimboldo-like composite figures,
figures within figures and parodies of stories and battles with animals,
objects, sweets, food. His images are fantastical, baroque, rich in colour,
of great detail, with imposing characters and dynamic actions. A versatile
and intriguing figure for the variety of subjects, from female beauties
and monsters to animals and heroes, and for the impressive technique
that gave life to a school carried forth for generations.
Hitorijime My Hero 1 - Memeco Arii 2019-01-22
A yaoi romance between a good boy who didn’t know he was waiting for
a hero, and a bad boy who comes to his rescue! Now a hit streaming
anime! “I don’t like caramel sauce. I prefer something bitter…” Masahiro
Setagawa doesn’t believe in heroes, but wishes he could: He’s found
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and remarkably fine detail.
The Book of Tea -

himself in a gang of small-time street bullies who use him to run errands.
But when high school teacher (and scourge of the streets) Kousuke
Ohshiba comes to his rescue, he finds he may need to start believing
after all…and as their relationship deepens, he realizes a hero might be
just what he was looking for this whole time.
The Night Life of Trees - Bhajju Shyam 2006
Presents an illustrated version of the Gond tribe belief that the lives of
trees and humans are intertwined.
Poem of the Pillow and Other Stories By Utamaro, Hokusai, Kuniyoshi,
and Other Artists of the Floating World - Gian Carlo Calza 2010-09-22
Hokusai - Giuseppe Lantazi 2021-06
Latest title in the "Graphic Lives" series
National Union Catalog - 1956
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Hokusai's 36 Views of Mount Fuji - Patrick McDermott 2010-12-21
Hokusai's 36 Views of Mount FujiFugaku SanjurokkeiI've long been a fan
of Hokusai, and love the 36 Views of Mount Fuji series, so I put this little
book together for myself with images of the prints in the series that I
have collected over the years from various public sources. It turned out
so well, I thought others might find it useful, so I decided to make it
available to others using the amazing technology available today.This
book simply contains a small (about 4" x 6") full-color copy of each of the
46 prints (sic: 36 Views has 46 views in it) in the series 36 Views of
Mount Fuji. I use the book as a reference and reminder. There is no
commentary or discussion, just the pictures, with the name in English &
Japanese (romaji & kanji).I've indexed each picture with keywords, so if I
want to find one with a ferry boat, the ones with snow, the one with the
little turtle, or the salt gatherers, I can find them in the index.If you are
interested in Hokusai's work, you might find this book as useful as I
have.
The Art of Assassin's Creed Origins - Paul Davies (Journaliste spécialisé
dans les jeux vidéo) 2017
Hopper - Rolf Günter Renner 2000
"Hopper is simply a bad painter, but if he were a better one, he would
probably not be such a great artist." Clement Greenberg.
101 Great Samurai Prints - Utagawa Kuniyoshi 2012-09-21
Kuniyoshi was a master of the warrior woodblock print — and these 18thcentury illustrations represent the pinnacle of his craft. Full-color
portraits of renowned Japanese samurais pulse with movement, passion,
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Chinoiserie - Francesco Morena 2009
The first complete study of Chinoiserie in Italy.
The Art of Impermanence - Adriana Proser 2020
The book includes works ranging in date from the Final Jomon period
(ca. 1000-300 B.C.E.) to the 20th century. This dazzling range of art
reflects the broad, yet nuanced ways that the notion of impermanence
manifests itself in the arts of Japan. That the world is constantly in flux is
a basic tenant of Japanese philosophy and recognizing the aesthetic or
symbolic suggestion of ephemerality is key to the appreciation of much of
Japan's artistic production. In Buddhism, which has had a major impact
on Japanese culture, the concept of impermanence is closely related to
the desire to escape the cycle of rebirth and death through
enlightenment. During the Heian period (794-1185), courtiers regularly
incorporated allusions to impermanence into literature and other arts. By
the sixteenth century, tea masters commonly organized Chanoyu, the
Way of Tea, to stimulate participants to tap into feelings of wistfulness
associated with the transience of life.
Tanaka Ikko - Gian Carlo Calza 1997
Tanaka Ikko (b. 1930 in Nara) is one of the established masters of
graphic design. His work draws together influences from both East and
West, acknowledging the vocabulary of European Modernism while
remaining characteristically Japanese. This book examines Tanaka's
entire oeuvre, from the late 1950s to today, encompassing graphic
design, art direction and interior design. Gian Carlo Calza's essay
analyses the development of Tanaka's work over the last few decades,
and sets his work in context of Japanese art and design. Tanaka's work is
then presented in four sections, each one addressing a different aspect of
his career: Japan Style, Typography, Theatre and Art, and
Communication Today. A concluding section comprises a critical
anthology, with contributions from many of the world's leading
commentators on graphic design, together with a biography of the
designer and a bibliography.
Swing Low - Miriam Toews 2001
Recounts the story of Mel Toews, a devoted husband and father, a
popular schoolteacher, and faithful member of the Mennonite church
who could no longer deal with the pain and darkness of manic
depression.
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